TC-NAS Minutes
1400-1500, Friday, 30 September 2016
141th AES Convention, Los Angeles
Los Angeles Convention Center, Room 405
Prepared by Nicolas Sturmel, 30 September 2016
0. Agenda review
Welcoming of new members
1. Agenda : adding a point on European convention network audio track
2. Secretary : Nicolas Sturmel
3. Meeting minutes : 140th, 139th
- 140 approved (no comments against)
- 139 approved (no comments against)
4. Word from Bob Lee on the Network Audio program : hard to put it up, lots of intermediaries (AVnu, MNA) instead of
talking directly to presenters
5. Future network audio tracks (Berlin and New York)
Berlin co-chairs : Sascha Sporers, and Nadia Wallaszkovits —> Nicolas Sturmel will coordinate the Network
Audio track for the Berlin convention
New York co-chairs : Jim Anderson ? other ? —> Bob Lee will coordinate the Network Audio track for the
New York convention
Ideas for next conventions:
- more technical oriented workshop on how to build a networked audio device
- need for an other « how to include AES67 in your product »
- Audio network development 101 ?
- Maybe someone at Analog Device or Cirrus Logic could make a tutoriel on « how to use one’s
chip for AES67/AVB »
- Contact the OCA : « dessect the demo board and show how you can use it to build a control
panel » (coordination with product design track)
- sessions about designing a network (use cases, test cases, success stories)
- the benefits in network audio ?
- A session with a « real audio network used as PA system » instead of the A/V system of the room, and real
world "live" sessions « how to debug the system », « control », ….
- Cloud based session ?
- Wireless session ?
- Discovery, control, transport : how the whole system fits together ?
6. TC-TB coordination: not addressed

7. Standards
Listing the meetings SC02-12 on saturday : discovery, AES67 development, standards group
(Standards Meeting room = 508a)
VSF TR-03, TR-04 : recommandations passed on the SMPTE, will be SMPTE standard 2110
8. Call to look for webpages (see agenda), and maybe update emerging trends report —> looking for participation
and contribution on emerging trends

